
 
 
 

OVERVIEW

This Book written by Joseph Romm takes a deeper look into

the future affects of climate change. Romm wants to voice a

lifestyle of clean efficient energy and wants to reduce the

emissions from green house gasses, in order to limit global

warming. Joseph Romm wrote this entire book with a Q&A

format to further answer peoples questions with an easy

straight forward response. Overall, the author provides an

up-to-date and clear description that digs deep into the

world of climate change. 
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Joseph Romm strongly stands by
the fact that we as people are
entirely responsible for climate
change, he makes that well known
throughout his entire book. He
believes that our actions are going
to leave future generations lives to
be extremely difficult. Ice free
artics will become a reality, causing
sea levels to rise, floods will
become more relevant, heat waves
will become largely common, and
worst of all a outrageous amount of
habitats will dissapear and that will
cause many plants and animals to
go extinct.

The Green house gas affect is said
to be the main cause of forcing the
reality of climate change. Joseph
Romm completely agrees with the
facts that state the green house
gas affect is a reality. Throughout
our atmosphere there are many
gases that are leaked out from cars
and/or factories. These chemicals,
especially carbon-dioxide, trap heat
into our atmosphere, This creates
the Earth to become warmer
everyday with all the chemicals
leaked into our air. Continuing this
will further cause a huge negative
impact on Earth and how we live.

Throughout the novel "Climate Change
What everyone needs to know", Joseph
Room wants the book to educate
people and he truly believes that
Climate Change must be stopped as
soon as possible. He advocates for
clean efficient energy, because he truly
believes that is how Climate change
can be slowed down and will help
future generations. Clean efficient
energy would be as simple as investing
in solar panels. Also using wind, tidal
and hydro-thermal energy sources are
renewable and efficient. This way we
can stop climate change!


